WHAT WE DO AT FUN 4U !
Welcome to our first ever news sheet. Due to the Covid 19 pandemic we are aware that our parents no longer
get to see inside our facility on a daily basis to see the children’s art work or creations in our playroom.
Although we are mostly outside the children do still draw create and construct lots of images sculptures and
objects every day. Please like our Face Book page and you will see lots of photos of what we get up to each
week.

DAILY ROUTINE AT FUN 4U
Our routine is fairly similar every day and roughly goes as follows,
Children enter club wash hands and get changed into play clothes
Outdoor play in one of the following areas Woodland/ Trim Trail/ Play Yard
Snack is served either inside or outside, which hand washing is again part of
our routine before and even sometimes after depending on how messy we get
Outdoor play is resumed sometimes in the same area as before but we do
change it up a bit and try another area so that no matter what time the children
arrive at from school we all can experience the different aspects of play each session.

Can we just say that all the children have settled into the routines
and group so very quickly and smoothly. We are always blown away
by the resilience of the children and their fantastic ability to
“just get on with it” to coin a phrase .

As the days are
becoming colder can
we please ask that
you send warm
clothing for your
child’s change of
clothes and even a
hat at this early
stage as we are
outside up to at
least 5pm in the
evenings.

What is Play teaching us?
We will introduce you all to the different
types of play and what it means for the
children and also let you know the types of
games and activities we play so as you can
have a conversational starting point with
your fantastic kids.
LOCOMOTOR PLAY.
This is physical movement especially quick
moving and directional changing
movement. For example Tag, 40/40, Hide
and Seek, assault courses and horse
jumping courses (Were the child is the
animal) etc. Tree climbing is another
favourite, which starts off low down
mattering low branches and building
confidence, balance and problem solving
(positional placement of hands and feet)

